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IRVING, Texas - The general headquarters of the blue gust and silver will be a so much quiet in the following seven 
weeks until on the 24 of July the doors be opened of the Alamodome for the camp of training in San Antonio.  

It will be the second return to the Texan pearl, that even when doubted in some moment that was given the revisita by 
questions of negotiations with the council of the city and the administrators of the real estate under ceiling, the 
anticipation toward the sessions already began to be heated.  

A great event is planned to open mouth, when Thursday 24 of July be carry out the "Kickoff Event" or the event of the 
"Intial Kick" where there will be music and diversion for all the family. Sure the globally famous you Mow Cowboys 
Cheerleaders will be given the return, and the presentation of the players is always a happy moment.  

It it watched closes with a concert, where last year was Pat Green, interpret of music campirana throwing him a little al 
rock, in this return a little more than balance is planned al to entertain the idea of presenting an artist that attract to our 
Hispanic community.  

Already for on Saturday 26 of July they will begin the practices inside the I sew just al western of the center of the city 
with sessions vespertinas and morning with views al first of five commitments in the pre-season planned for August 2 
when they arrive the Texans of Houston in play of practice, or "scrimmage" as themselves knows it in ingles.  

As in the 2002, the entrance to the practices will be free with the cost by parking in $6 by car.  

For the "scrimmage" the possibility is being seen to include a concert al to finalize the play, are planned some surprises 
for ours great latin american community, and is seen now in a faithful way that the club is thinking about ways to 
please to ours great family, that continues growing and marking an interesting guideline for any organization.  

Continues the competence with the receivers     This is the Section About Aaron in English (online translator) 

The novices worked today and the sessions culminate the day of tomorrow Saturday, to then incorporate to the works 
of acondicionamiento before the eye of the coach of force and acondicionamiento physical, the tremendous one Joe 
Juraszek.  

One of these elements is another open receiver that also handles very well the Spaniard. It is a matter of Aaron Boone, 
left of the University of Kentucky that arrived like free agent al team of the Cattlemen of you Mow.  

Boone learned the language in Peru, when was for those courses for two years as part of its religious service, being 
Mormón of faith. It is characteristic from this church the to send its boys to different parts of the world, something that 
Aaron commented is not a request.  

"You do not they send by force, one goes because wants", commented me the espigado blond whose management of 
our language is excellent. "I I saved my own money to go and the truth was an experience that fortified myself and 
helped me to form me like person".  

The truth is that is a very pleasant boy that could come to be of the best in the open position of wing for the Wild Cats 
of the University of Kentucky and in his last season he had 41 connections combined with 10 for annotation.  

"When he approached the draft participated in one of the tazones college students for stars, one in Utah and I injured 
me the leg. There was enough interest in me to that moment, but when I could not practice the things were chilled. I 
could go al combined in Indianapolis and I caused a good impression.  
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"There were various teams interested that they offered me a quantity by signing like free agent, but when Bill Parcells 
spoke me personally to come here as free agent, even when other they offered more money, I decided that the fact that 
had spoken me directly helped has me to do the decision".  

The thing will be interesting in San Antonio, considering that good elements in the position of receiver they count on 
themselves.  

Clear for the time being counts on himself Joey Galloway as the number one, Terry Glenn or Antonio Bryant as two 
and three, and from there are Reggie Swinton, Randal Williams and Ken Yon Rambo as them inherited of the club of 
the 2002. Also of the 2002 it is the project known as DeVeren Johnson that passed all the 2002 in the team of practice.  

According to Parcells, Swinton, Williams and Rambo have to show something, while people as the selected in the sixth 
one patrols, Zuriel Smith,It will be able to show that its level of learning is sufficient to be remained in the club as 
special member of teams, returning kicks of clearing and at the outset.  

The one that endangers is Swinton, and the to have lost its placed like specialist in the 2002 obliges it to achieve a place 
in the club as open receiver. Williams has improved considerably, arriving at to be mentioned by the same one Parcells 
in one of the press conferences, and such seems that its execution in the special teams in covers of kicks will be again 
its letter of presentation.  

For Aaron Boone, the power to come to compete will depend on being able to revive when they be put the hombreras 
and the helmets in July and can show that it has good hands, does not do errors in the assignments, it has tenacity al 
moment of facing blockades in special teams of cover in kicks of clearing, and that has the capacity of maintaining the 
attention in its assignments.  

Any easy task for none of the protagonists.  

The marshals of field and others  

Of the ones that there is, has none filled the eye to Parcells. But one must clarify that neither Roger Staubach would 
convince it before seeing it under a rain of bullets before a defensive harassment in living and in technicolor.  

Parcells has been very clear al to declare that all it of the 2002 has been erased and now is "a new registration". For the 
mandamás cattleman the to try to evaluate the action of players under the previous state is not valid, since, according to 
him, there is not way to decipher which were the intentions of the moment, which was the assignment and that it was 
being asked al player under an unknown series of circumstances.  

Especially to the offensive.  

By the moment does not there seem to be no interest in hiring no loose marshal of field in the free agency, and until is 
the idea that al to enter al camp of training with what counts himself, the one that do well will be the holder before 
Atlanta September 7 in play of opening in the Texas Stadium.  

"My work is the to select the better 53 players", is the motto of the coach in leader. "The marshal of field is going to 
please me that arrive at the diagonals. If him does not it do, does not be going to please me".  

Point.  

Another area of interest is that of runner, and after seeing like Troy Hambrick arrived al camp of veterans stopped of 
weight the position continues without rudder. Parcells confessed the not to be impressed with the quality in the free 
agency neither in the generation of novices in the rows college students.  

But all it seems to indicate that Hambrick will be very attentive to the programming inside the room of you weigh and 
do not it is expected that arrive without the ideal weight when itself abrán the doors of the Alamodome al team of the 
solitary star.  



We continue presents  

As usual I invite to that they send their messages al digital mail of their servant vvillalba@dallascowboys.net to 
continue our digital link.  

The coaches and coordinating are officially of holidays, and such seems that the mandamás will be taken some days to 
visit the east of the country, its daughters and brothers. But according to its comments, never will be very far from 
Valley Ranch and sure there will not be an instant that be not chirped in its army.  

For the time being, not to have swum for nobody. No longer there is holders, neither reserves. The players that have 
understood the system of movements and they arrive mentally and physically ready for San Antonio will be the ones 
that leave like holders August 2, and during the play of pre-season.  

There is unknown, but the answers already come underway.  

We listen ourselves ….  


